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Abstract

Computing shortest path distance is a fundamental primitive in many graph applications. On graphs that do not fit in the main memory of the computing device, computing such distances requires hours to months even with the best I/O-efficient shortest path implementations. For applications requiring many such shortest path distances, one would ideally like to preprocess the input graph into a space-efficient data structure I/O-efficiently, such that the distance queries can be answered with a small additive distortion using only $O(1)$ I/Os. Furthermore, in a batch setting, one would like to answer $O(n)$ such distance queries in $\tilde{O}(n/B)$ I/Os.

In this paper, we focus on engineering an I/O-efficient distance oracle for large graphs that model real-world interactions. Our engineered oracle (i) preprocesses graphs with multi-billion edges in less than an hour using a single core of a typical PC, (ii) answers online shortest path queries in milliseconds using a SSD, (iii) answers batched shortest path queries using HDDs with an average time per query of a few microseconds, (iv) results in a highly accurate shortest path estimate and (v) uses space linear in the number of nodes.

Our implementation creates small oracle labels (i.e., they can still be kept in internal memory for rather large graphs) but also efficiently handles the case when both the graph and these labels have to reside on external storage. Dynamic settings where new edges are continuously inserted into the graph are efficiently supported, too.
1 Introduction

Many search engines, social networking sites, e-commerce platforms and other businesses regularly model their real world data in the form of graphs. The features extracted from these graphs are used to offer various services (e.g., ranking web-pages, people you may know service [46, 29], product recommendation, churn prediction etc.) to users. Some of these services are in direct response to user queries, while others are recommendation services (e.g., a friend/professional you may want to connect on an online social network). While the direct user interactions obviously require low latency computations, recommendations should be computed very fast, too, since a delayed recommendation is likely to be less effective. Computing the shortest path distance between a node pair is a fundamental primitive in many graph computations. Furthermore, the distance between nodes is also one of the basic features in learning systems, such as those used for product recommendations and churn prediction. Thus, a fast way of answering distance queries in graphs is of fundamental importance for a large number of applications. What makes this problem very challenging is that (i) the distance queries have to be answered extremely fast (in microseconds), (ii) the graphs are often very large, consisting of billions of nodes and edges, and (iii) the graphs are evolving as new links are continuously being inserted in these graphs.

To address the first issue of answering the distance queries extremely fast, we pre-process the graph into a space-efficient data-structure (allowing for some approximation). In the literature, such data-structures are referred to as distance oracles. As for the second issue of the graph size, i.e., to be able to deal with graphs of billion edges and more, and still be able to answer distance queries in microseconds, data-centers, computing clusters, and supercomputers can be used. However, there is a considerable expense and environmental impact associated with procuring and maintaining such systems. It is also non-trivial to run graph algorithms on such massive parallel systems efficiently. They often result in a poor speed-up due to their irregular access structure and communication requirements. Furthermore, owing to privacy concerns, companies may not want to use a cluster provided on a cloud. Ideally, we would like to be able to maintain such a distance oracle with an inexpensive and standard desktop PC with minimal additions (such as a few extra disks). The main difficulty in achieving this is that graph computations on disk often involve many random accesses and thus, suffer from a heavy I/O-bottleneck. The third issue of dealing with edge-insertions makes this even more challenging.

In this paper, we take up this challenge and engineer a distance oracle that can I/O-efficiently pre-process large graphs (with many billions of nodes and edges) in a few hours on a typical desktop PC. Our distance oracle is extremely space-efficient and it stores less than 40 bytes per node for each BFS-tree. Even this may be too big for the main memory if in addition to the number of edges, the number of nodes in the graph is also very high. Nonetheless, we show that even if the oracle itself is stored on the disk, we can still support highly accurate distance queries in micro- to milli-seconds. This may look like an impossible goal because an I/O from a traditional hard disk drive (HDD) takes a few milliseconds and if the distance oracle is stored on a HDD, we do need to do quite a few I/Os. We solve this problem in two different ways: First, we show that by choosing a smaller block size on solid-state disks (SSDs) and carefully minimizing the constant factors in our query time, we can get the online query time in milliseconds. Secondly, we show that by using a few HDDs in parallel, we can support batched queries on HDDs in amortized time of microseconds.

Furthermore, our distance oracle can handle edge insertions in a batched manner. We show that our amortized time per update is in milliseconds for a typical PC with a small number of parallel HDDs. Thus, we can insert hundreds of edges per second and still maintain a highly accurate distance oracle (supporting microsecond queries).

An important component in our distance oracle is the I/O-efficient computation of LCA queries for small height trees. Our engineering of this component can be of independent interest for other applications as well.

Computation model Theoretical results on I/O-efficient algorithms are based on the commonly accepted external-memory (EM) model by Aggarwal and Vitter [2]. This model assumes a two level memory hierarchy with fast internal memory having a capacity to store $M$ data items (e.g., vertices or edges of a graph) and a slow disk of conceptually infinite size. In an I/O operation, one block of data, which can store $B$ consecutive data items, is transferred between the disk and internal memory. The measure of performance of an algorithm is the number of I/Os it performs. The number of I/Os needed to read $N$ contiguous items from disk is $\text{scan}(N) = \Theta(N/B)$. The number of I/Os required to sort $N$ items is $\text{sort}(N) = \Theta((N/B) \log_{M/B}(N/B))$. For all realistic values of $N$, $B$, and $M$, $\text{scan}(N) < \text{sort}(N) \ll N$. For graphs with $n$ nodes and $m$ edges, we face the fully-external case if both $n$ and $m$ exceed $M$ whereas in the semi-external case we have $n \leq M$.

Outline In Section 2, we discuss related work on distance oracles. Section 3 describes our I/O-efficient oracle. Section 4 presents our experimental framework and Section 5 shows the efficacy of our distance oracle on large
real-world graphs.

2 Related Work

There is a rich body of literature on distance oracles. In this section, we categorize this work based on whether
the approach works for internal or external memory, what graph classes it is designed for and whether it is a
theoretical work or has a carefully engineered practical implementation. Note that our focus is on practical I/O-
efficient distance oracles for graphs capturing the real-world interactions, such as online social networks. These
graphs are known to have small diameter, power-law degree distribution and many other specific properties. In
the remainder of this paper, we refer to these graphs as real-world graphs.

2.1 Theoretical work on distance oracles

The seminal work of Thorup and Zwick [44] described a distance oracle that gives $2^k - 1$ approximation with
$O(k)$ query time, $O(kn^{1+1/k})$ space and $O(kmn^{1/k})$ preprocessing time on a weighted undirected graph with $n$
odes and $m$ edges, for any integer $k \geq 2$. The preprocessing time and the query time of this distance oracle were
subsequently improved (e.g. [16, 15, 14, 33]), but the space versus approximation factor trade-off has remained
almost the same. Recently, Sommer, Verbin and Yu [42] showed that a $k$-approximate distance oracle preprocessed
in time $t$ must occupy $n^{1+Ω(1/kt)}$ space. Also, Patrascu and Roditty [38] have proved various lower bounds under
plausible conjectures for the space versus worst-case approximation factor trade-off. Such lower bounds suggest
that it is unlikely that a distance oracle can result in a significantly better trade-off for general weighted graphs.
This limitation on general graphs have led the study of distance oracles for specialized graph classes. There
are some better theoretical results known for special classes of graphs, such as for planar graphs [43], geometric
(Euclidean) graphs that are $t$-spanners (for $t > 1$) [28], graphs with doubling dimension [12, 30], but they are not
known to have any practical implementation suited for real-world graphs.

2.2 Distance oracles on road networks

Distance oracles for road networks have received a considerable attention owing to their applications in navigation
systems. Many approaches are known (e.g., [13, 23, 24, 40]) for supporting exact or close to exact shortest path
queries with efficient preprocessing and little space. For a recent survey on routing in road networks (including a
detailed comparison of various algorithms for road networks, with different tradeoffs between preprocessing and
query times, as well as space usage), we refer the readers to [22].

These distance oracles crucially rely on many specific characteristic properties of road networks such as the
existence of small natural cuts, a grid-like structure, highway hierarchies, etc. On other graph classes such as those
arising from online social networks, these solutions are not known to produce equally good approximations. Also,
the road networks are typically not very big (a few tens of millions of vertices for a whole continent), so most
algorithms and systems work with the assumption that the graph fits in the main memory.

2.3 Internal memory distance oracles for social networks

In recent years, many distance oracles have been developed for real-world graphs. These techniques ([1, 47, 45, 39]),
which involve storing a few bytes of labels with each node, claim to provide very high accuracy in estimating
shortest path distances on real-world graphs, particularly, online social networks. However, the preprocessing in
these oracles becomes extremely slow if the graph is so big that it does not fit in the main memory.

2.4 Exact distance oracles

Very recently, considerable progress has been made in designing and engineering exact distance oracles [21, 7].
These distance oracles return the exact shortest path distance for any query. Some of these techniques even work
well in a dynamic setting with evolving graphs [8]. However, for social network graphs, these techniques often
result in large label sizes and so, the distance oracle requires a very large storage space. In fact, in discussions [37]
with some authors of [21], they essentially excluded that our larger test instances could be processed by their RXL
approach using standard PC RAM sizes and quite likely still on their big server with 384 GB RAM. We are also
not aware of any I/O-efficient preprocessing for these techniques.

3
2.5 External memory graph traversal

To deal with graphs that do not fit in the main memory, many I/O-efficient traversal algorithms have been designed (e.g., [32]) and engineered [5, 3, 35, 6] in the last two decades. However, for graphs with billions of edges, the computation of shortest paths from a single source using these techniques still requires many hours and thus, these techniques are not suited for applications that require a large number of shortest path computations. Nonetheless, they are useful tools for the preprocessing stage in our distance oracle. Dealing with many sources at the same time has been explored in the context of all-pairs shortest-paths [10, 19] and betweenness centrality [9]. The theoretical gains of better block utilization, however, are diminished by the huge (and practically infeasible) overall I/O and/or space consumption when considering these problems in external memory.

2.6 External memory distance oracles

While there is a considerable research done on distance oracles in the RAM model and there are many results for external memory graph traversal, there is very little work on distance oracles with I/O-efficient pre-processing. This is surprising given that the seminal work by Thorup and Zwick [44] already mentioned an I/O-efficient pre-processing data structure. In fact, this first idea was already adapted by Sarma et al [41] for a distributed implementation.

Derungs et al. [26] present a theoretical approach to an I/O-efficient distance oracle. However, their preprocessing stage involves creation of a dense graph, that can have many more edges than the original graphs. Although this is later sparsified using a graph spanner algorithm, the storage and retrieval of this intermediate graph can be very expensive. For the graph sizes that we are interested in, the storage space of such an intermediate graph can also be prohibitive. Furthermore, their queries involve doing a few levels of BFS around the two query nodes in the original graph. We are interested in oracles that can get us query time in micro- to milli-seconds even with disk-based graph storage and this work is unlikely to yield such query times.

Zhu et al. [48] have explored an I/O-efficient exact oracle for single-source-all-destination queries (as opposed to our problem of point-to-point shortest path queries). Their approach is based on graph contraction. However, they implicitly rely on certain special graph properties for their preprocessing technique to be efficient and seem to restrict their experiments on the semi-external case. Beyond these restrictions, their preprocessing can suffer from prohibitive slowdown. For example, on our test instance sk-2005 (described in Section 4.2) the preprocessing of Zhu et al.’s approach did not finish even after more than 200 hours (on a machine with 30 HDDs in parallel). From our traces it seems that the contraction does not manage to remove sufficiently many vertices per phase in order to counterbalance the large number of newly inserted shortcut edges for this kind of instances.

3 Engineering an I/O-efficient Distance oracle

In this section, we consider the design of a distance oracle that will allow for micro-to-milli second queries even when the graph does not fit in the main memory. To attain this query time, we aim for a query complexity of $O(\log n)$ I/Os with small block sizes on SSDs for online queries and $O(\log(n)/B)$ amortized I/Os for batched queries on HDDs. By itself, this is not difficult as one can store a matrix of all-pair shortest path queries. However, for graphs with many billions of nodes, this will require Exabytes of space and a huge preprocessing time. On the other hand, we want to obtain near-linear (in terms of the number of nodes) space for our distance oracle and a preprocessing time of a few hours. Since a single computation of BFS can take hours on graphs of such sizes, our precomputation shouldn’t require more I/Os than a few BFS computations. Furthermore, the distance estimate that we return should be highly accurate. As described in Section 2, it is unlikely that we can attain these goals with worst-case approximation guarantees on general graphs (because of the various lower bounds that are known for this problem). Thus, we focus on techniques that provide a good estimate of shortest path distances on real-world graphs in practice.

In the past, distance oracles in this category (e.g., [41, 39]) were mainly based on carefully selecting a set of landmarks and storing the distance from these landmarks for each node. When answering a query for distance between two nodes $x$ and $y$, the minimum sum of distances from $x$ and $y$ to a landmark is returned. However compared to these techniques, better accuracy can be obtained with the same number of landmarks if rather than just storing the distances from the landmark, the whole BFS tree could be encoded instead. Clearly, the unique distance between nodes $x$ and $y$ in a tree $T$ rooted at a landmark $r$ is no greater than $d(x, r) + d(y, r)$ as returned
by the landmark based schemes and is no less than the distance \(d(x, y)\) in the input graph \(G\), thereby resulting in better distance estimates. Note that this can increase the space requirement of the distance oracle, but in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we show that we can encode the distances in a tree with a constant number of bytes per node and still answer the online distance queries with \(O(1)\) I/O per tree. This is done by leveraging the fact that the BFS trees of real-world graphs have small height. In Section 5.3, we also show that the resultant increase in preprocessing time is also acceptable.

Thus, the basic idea of our approach is to compute a set of BFS trees from high-degree nodes and then answer the distance queries by returning the minimum distance found between the nodes in the different trees. In [4], it was shown that this simple approach provides as good an accuracy as more complex distance oracle techniques (such as those based on embedding of graphs [47] in \(\mathbb{R}^{10}\) using a Hyperboloid model with a small curvature) on real-world graphs. Next, we present the details of how we implement this oracle I/O-efficiently.

### 3.1 Multiple BFS computations

To compute the BFS I/O-efficiently, we use the Ajwani et al’s [3] implementation of the Munagala and Ranade’s BFS algorithm [36] (MR_BFS). A single MR_BFS run requires \(O(\min\{d \cdot \text{sort}(m), n + \text{sort}(m)\})\) I/Os for a graph with diameter \(d\) and is thus, particularly efficient for small diameter graphs. The algorithm computes the BFS tree level by level. Given the nodes in level \(i\), it computes the nodes \(L(i + 1)\) in level \(i + 1\) by first scanning all the edges of the graph to compute the neighbors \(N(i)\) of nodes in level \(i\). This set of neighbors \(N(i)\) is then scanned in parallel with nodes in level \(L(i)\) and \(L(i - 1)\) to compute \(L(i + 1) := N(i)/\{L(i) \cup L(i - 1)\}\). To compute multiple runs from \(t\) different source nodes, we scan the graph jointly to compute the sets \(\bigcup N(i)\). Although this does not affect the asymptotic complexity of \(O(t \cdot d \cdot \text{sort}(m))\), it reduces the constant factors in the read I/Os.

If the graph size is such that we can keep one bit per node in the main memory, our implementation automatically switches to a semi-external MR_BFS implementation. Compared to a fully external BFS, it saves some important constant factors helping us to reduce the preprocessing time by a multiplicative factor of 2-3 in this setting.

### 3.2 Queries

We support two different queries - an online query using SSDs and a batched query using parallel HDDs. For the online query, we also consider two variants to solve it.

The first variant is to find the nodes \(u\) and \(v\) in each BFS tree \(T\) and then traverse up in the tree to the root \(r\) of \(T\). The common part between the two paths is then removed to get the unique path between \(u\) and \(v\) in the tree \(T\). The length of the shortest such paths among all trees, is then returned as the approximated distance. In the RAM model, this variant performs faster than many complex approaches with \(O(1)\) query time simply because the height of our BFS trees is very small (bounded by the small graph diameter) and the constant factors hidden in the other approaches were high. However in the disk setting, the path traversal up the tree incurs \(\Omega(h)\) I/Os for a tree with height \(h\). In Section 5, we show that even when using a small block size with a solid state disk (SSD) on a carefully configured machine, the query time of this variant for a graph sk-2005 (with 1.8 billion edges) was around 120 milliseconds using 20 trees. This is still quite slow for the applications we are targeting – both for applications where there is a low latency requirement and for applications that require a large number of such queries. For million such queries, the runtime will be around 1.4 day.

Thus, it makes sense to consider ways to encode the trees such that the distance queries can be answered with \(O(1)\) I/Os for each tree, resulting in \(O(t)\) I/Os overall, where \(t\) is the number of BFS trees. Note that the distance \(d(u, r)\) for each node in the BFS tree is already computed during the MR_BFS computation and can be stored with the node. The distance between two nodes \(u\) and \(v\) in \(T\) can be determined as \(d(u, r) + d(v, r) - 2 \cdot d(lca(u, v), r)\), where \(lca(u, v)\) is the least common ancestor of \(u\) and \(v\) in \(T\). Since, \(d(u, r)\) and \(d(v, r)\) are already stored, we only need to keep some additional label such that \(lca(u, v)\) can be computed in \(O(1)\) I/Os. In Section 3.3, we describe how we can I/O-efficiently compute such a label that requires little space.

To reduce the I/Os even further, we store all the \(t\) distance-to-roots and the labels for efficient LCA computation contiguously on the disk for each node. Thus, to answer the query in this second variant, we first perform an SSD I/O (with a smaller block size) to obtain \(d_{T_i}(u, r_i)\) and \(lca_{T_i}(u, v)\) for \(1 \leq i \leq t\) and another I/O to determine all \(d_{T_i}(v, r_i)\) and \(lca_{T_i}(u, v)\). Then, we compute the LCA of \(u\) and \(v\) in each tree \(T_i\) using the labels \(l_{T_i}(u)\) and \(l_{T_i}(v)\). However, we still need to perform \(O(t)\) I/Os to determine \(d_{T_i}(lca_{T_i}(u, v), r)\) that is stored with the node \(lca_{T_i}(u, v)\).

Once, these values are computed, we can compute the length of the unique path between \(u\) and \(v\) in each tree and
return the minimum among them. In Section 5, we show that this variant is significantly faster than the previous variant without increasing the space requirement of the oracle significantly.

For the batched queries on HDDs, we answer \( Q \) queries using \( O(\text{sort}(Q)) + \text{scan}(n \cdot t) \) I/Os. For \( |Q| = n \), this results in an amortized \( O((\log M/B \cdot n + t)/B) \) I/Os per query. To answer the batched queries, we first sort the query end-vertices by node ids and scan this sorted set together with a tree to collect the distances and the labels of the query end-points. The query set is then sorted back such that the two end-points of the query are together. LCAs for all queries are then computed with one scan and in another scan with the tree, the distances of the LCAs from the root are determined and subtracted to answer the queries.

### 3.3 I/O-efficient encoding for LCA queries

Shortest paths in a tree can be exactly encoded using \( O(\log^2 n) \) bits [27] per node and \( O(1) \) query. On the other hand, storing only the parent node label with each node (i.e., \( O(\log n) \) bits) suffices to answer distance queries, although the query complexity in this case is \( O(h) \), where \( h \) is the height of the tree. As this involves repeatedly following the parent pointers from two nodes to the root in the query, the \( O(h) \) RAM query translates to \( O(h) \) I/Os in the external memory.

We engineer a middle way that allow us to have the best of both extremes: an amortized label size of \( O(\log n + h) \) bits per node, while ensuring a query complexity of \( O(\frac{h}{\log n}) \). Since our trees are BFS trees, their height is bounded by the diameter of the input graph. Thus, for small diameter real-world graphs, \( h = O(\log n) \) for our trees and we achieve \( O(\log n) \) bits per node (or \( O(1) \) machine-word per node) encoding that still gives \( O(1) \) query time. The total size of encoding a single tree is thus \( O(n) \) words.

**Complete Binary Tree** We first observe that for complete binary trees, merely keeping the inorder number \( (O(\log n) \) bits) with each node allows us to answer distance queries with \( O(1) \) instructions. This is done by first computing the least common ancestor \( x \) for the query node pair \( x, y \). The distance \( d(x, y) \) is then given by \( d(x, r) + d(y, r) - 2d(x, y) \), where \( r \) is the root of the tree. Since the inorder numbering captures the path from root to a given node, the least common ancestor can be computed easily. We first identify the leftmost bit where the inorder numberings of \( x \) and \( y \) differ, pad it up with 0s on the right and the common bits of \( x \) and \( y \) on the left. The distance of a node \( x \) from the root \( r \) is computed as the position of the last one bit in the inorder number of \( x \) minus one.

**Generalization to a Tree of Arbitrary Degree** To generalize the above approach to a tree \( T \) with arbitrary degree, we first transform \( T(V, E) \) into a weighted binary (not necessarily complete) tree \( T'(V', E') \) such that \( V \subseteq V' \) and for any two nodes \( u, v \in V \), \( d_T(u, v) = d_{T'}(u, v) \). For a node \( u \in V \) with degree \( k \) greater than 2, let \( u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k \) be its children in \( T \) (i.e., \( \{u, u_1\} \in E, \{u, u_2\} \in E, \ldots, \{u, u_k\} \in E \); cf. Figure 1). We construct the binary tree \( T' \) by introducing some new nodes \( u'_1, u'_2, \ldots, u'_{k-2} \). To add these new nodes, we first compute the number of descendants of a node (including itself) in a bottom-up way. Then, we use the Huffman coding [31] procedure with the number of descendants as weights to add the new nodes. Specifically, we start with a set \( S \) of the \( k \) children \( u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k \). Let \( u_i \) and \( u_j \) be the nodes with the two smallest weights in \( S \). We then introduce a new node \( u'_i \) as a parent of \( u_i \) and \( u_j \) in \( T' \), remove \( u_i \) and \( u_j \) from \( S \) and add \( u'_i \) into \( S \). The weight of \( u'_i \) is the sum of weights of \( u_i \) and \( u_j \). The procedure is repeated till only two nodes remain in \( S \) and at this stage, we add these two nodes as children of \( u \) (cf. Figure 2). The edges connecting the new nodes \( u'_1, u'_2, \ldots, u'_{k-2} \) to their parents have length 0, while the edges connecting the nodes \( u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k \) to their parents in \( T' \) have length 1. This process is repeated independently for all nodes with degree greater than 2.

![Figure 1: Node u in tree T has a degree of four. The values in brackets are the number of their descendants.](image)

In appendix A, we show that the space required by our distance encoding technique is \( O(n) \) words (or \( O(n \log n) \) words if \( O(1) \) instructions are available).
bits), where $n := |V|$ for trees with height $O(\log n)$. In our experiments, we found that 64 bits per node was always enough to store the LCA labels of all the BFS trees on all the graphs that we considered (Section 4.2).

To compute the LCA labels efficiently in external memory, we sort the nodes by their distance from the root in decreasing order and consider the nodes in the tree from the leaves to the root. Using time-forward processing [18], we compute the number of descendants for each node (including itself). Then, we sort the nodes in increasing distance from the root. Using time-forward processing with this order, we now compute the labels of all nodes. The label of the root node is assigned to be $2^{63}$. For a parent with $k$ children, the $\log k$ bits after the last one in the parent’s label are updated according to Huffman encoding with the number of descendants as the weight of a node.

3.4 An Alternative distance oracle

We also consider an alternative distance oracle. This approach consists of computing a hierarchy of BFS forests. At the top level or 0th level, we have a BFS tree from a random source covering all the nodes of the graph. At the $i$th level, we have $2^i$ BFS trees from random sources and we grow the BFS trees from these sources in parallel, till all nodes are contained in some BFS tree. Ties are broken arbitrarily.

Note that each node needs to keep its distance from $O(\log(n))$ tree roots – one tree from each level, as it is covered by exactly one tree in each level. In addition, it needs to keep a constant number of bytes to store its LCA label in the corresponding tree and some index to mark the hierarchy level of the tree (as some roots may be common in different levels of hierarchy). Thus, the space required per node is $O(\log(n))$ bytes per node.

The preprocessing can be done similar to the randomized preprocessing of the I/O-efficient BFS algorithm of Mehlhorn and Meyer [32], where BFS from different source nodes is grown in parallel till all nodes are covered.

To answer a query between two nodes $x$ and $y$, we consider the $\log(n)$ trees in which the two nodes belong and identify the common trees. Then from among the common trees, we compute the minimum distance between them using LCA labels, similar to the way described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 and return this as the estimated distance. To do this efficiently, we also store a STL map (in internal memory) from (hierarchy_level, root) to the corresponding arrays with the distance and LCA labels.

Note that Sarma et al. [41] had proved a bound of $2c - 1$ approximation for the corresponding landmark based scheme, if the hierarchy was computed $\Theta(n^{1/c})$ times (with independent random source set) and then the distance was returned as the minimum among them. As shown before, the distance returned by taking the minimum BFS tree distance is always more accurate than the minimum sum of distances to landmarks and as such, this approach has at least as good worst-case bounds as that of Sarma et al. As a corollary, we get that with $\tilde{\Theta}(1)$ such BFS-tree hierarchies, we get a worst-case approximation ratio of $2 + \log(n) - 1$ for distances on arbitrary graphs.

To save on the space requirement, we only consider one such hierarchy. Furthermore, we only use enough levels such that in the last level there are $O(n/C)$ roots for a large constant $C$. This has the additional advantage that our STL map that points to the array of LCA labels fits internally (assuming $n/C \leq M$; otherwise an external memory STXXL map can be used instead). As we show later, this is already enough to achieve small distortion on real-world graphs in practice. However, we show in Section 5 that the resultant accuracy-space trade-off from this approach is slightly worse than the BFS from high-degree-nodes technique outlined earlier.

3.5 Supporting edge insertion

We also support insertion of edges in our distance oracle. To update the BFS trees we use Beckmann et al’s implementation [17] based on Meyer’s dynamic BFS algorithm [34]. When a new edge $\{u, v\}$ is inserted into the
graph, we first query the distance oracle to find the distance between $u$ and $v$. If the distance is above a certain threshold, we update the BFS trees (and the corresponding encodings). Otherwise, we simply keep it in a buffer for batched updates later. When the buffer gets full, we recompute all the BFS trees and their encodings from scratch.

3.6 Extension to weighted graphs

It is easy to extend this implementation to weighted graphs. We start by computing single source shortest path trees from high degree nodes, rather than the BFS trees. The semi-external SSSP implementation [35] can be used for this purpose. While computing the shortest path trees, we also compute the distance of each node from the root in the tree. The encoding of the trees for supporting efficient LCA queries remains exactly the same.

However, note that in our experimental analysis, we only focus on undirected and unweighted graphs with a small diameter $d$.

4 Experiments

In this section, we describe our experimental set up to evaluate the efficiency of our oracle.

4.1 Configuration

Our external-memory distance oracle implementation relies on the STXXL library 1.3.1 [25]. We performed our experiments on a machine $A$ with a AMD FX(tm)-4170 Quad-Core Processor processor @ 4.2GHz, 16 GB main memory (15 GB free), 4 hard disks with 1 TB each as external memory for STXXL, and a separate disk for the operating system, graph data, log files etc. Machine $B$ has a AMD A10-6800K APU with Radeon(tm) @ 4.1GHz, 32 GB main memory (31 GB free), 6 solid state drives with 512 GB each as external memory for STXXL, and a separate disk for the other data. The operating system on $A$ and $B$ was Debian GNU/Linux amd64 with kernel 3.14-2. We compiled on $A$ and $B$ with GCC 4.9.1 in C++11 mode using optimization level 3. We only require a small fraction of the main memory offered by $A$ and $B$. Our experience with larger cache usage by the STXXL is that it usually slows down the experiments because the overhead of maintaining a larger cache for each data structure is larger than the little constant factor decreased in the total number of I/Os.

We also used 40 nodes of the LOEWE CSC (http://csc.uni-frankfurt.de) with 128 GB main memory per node for the evaluation of the accuracy with a Linux Red Hat 2.6.32 kernel and a GCC 4.4.5 in C++0x mode using optimization level 3.

4.2 Graph classes

To evaluate the preprocessing time, online and batched query time as well as space, we consider some large real-world and synthetic graphs. The real-world graph sk-2005 has around 50 million nodes, about 1.8 billion edges and is based on a web-crawl of the Slovakian internet in 2005 (refer to http://law.di.unimi.it/webdata/sk-2005). This graph was also used by Crescenzi et al. [20] and has a known diameter of 40.

The real-world graph com-friendster has around 65 million nodes and about 1.8 billion edges and is based on the user data of the old Friendster network. The diameter is 32 and the graph data can be found on the data base SNAP (https://snap.stanford.edu/data/com-Friendster.html). We generated the preferential attachment graph price-100mio using a graph generator by Atwood et al. [11] with 100 million nodes for comparison reasons. It took 4.5 days to generate a graph of this size and almost 20 GB main memory. However, the generated graph is a pseudo-tree with 100 million edges. Therefore we have added a circle of length $n$ to price-100mio to preserve the preferential attachment structure but increase the complexity. It has a diameter of 14 (without the circle: 58).

The synthetic graph graph\_2b\_8b\_d30 has 2.1 billion nodes and 8.4 billion edges. The diameter of this graph is 30. It has a regular structure with around 71 million nodes per level. Only the first level has one vertex. The vertex labels are permuted.

To evaluate the accuracy of our distance oracle we have solved all pairs shortest path on a set of small graphs (ca-AstroPh, dblp, Facebook NY, hyperGrid, p2p-Gnutella31, Facebook SantaBabara, web-BerkStan) with up to a million nodes. Their diameter is between 5 and 23. Details about these graphs can be found in [4].
5 Results

In this section, we show the efficacy of our I/O-efficient distance oracle.

5.1 Comparing the accuracy of the distance oracles

Figure 3 shows the accuracy of three different distance oracles on the Facebook SantaBarbara graph. Our first variant uses 15 BFS trees from high degree nodes, our second variant uses the hierarchical family of BFS trees from random source nodes and the third variant uses a hierarchical family of BFS trees from high degree nodes. We first observe that all the three variants are fairly accurate. The average absolute error, defined as the average difference between the estimated and the actual distance (the estimated distance is always higher than the actual distance) over all node pairs with a given real distance, is always smaller than 1.5 for all three approaches. The relative comparison shows that the first variant is more accurate for node pairs with small distances in the graph while the second variant is better for larger distance node pairs. Interestingly, the hierarchical BFS tree family from high degree nodes always performed poorly compared to the hierarchical version with random sources. On the other hand, the BFS from high degree nodes are significantly more accurate than BFS from random source nodes [4]. In the rest of the section, we focus on the distance oracle using the BFS trees from high-degree nodes as many applications like people-you-may-know are primarily interested in accurate answers of node pairs with small real distances.

5.2 Accuracy of the high-degree BFS oracle

Computing all pair shortest path distances on sk-2005 requires a very large running time and prohibitive space. Thus, to evaluate the accuracy of the resultant shortest paths on this graph, we sample 60,000 random source nodes and query the distance of all nodes from these 60,000 nodes. We then use a 40-node cluster of LOEWE CSC to compute the exact distances for these query nodes over two days. We found that for this graph, more than 80% of the queries have been answered correct. For the remaining queries, we observed that the error from the real distance was very small.

For the smaller graphs, we analyzed the queries over all node pairs. We found that the accuracy of our result was dependent on the structure of the graph. On complex graphs such as DBLP, we only got 41% correct answers. However, even for this graph, 48% of the node pairs had an error of exactly 1. Thus for 89% of the queries, our oracle returned an estimate that was within an error of 1.

We refer the readers to figures 4 and 5 for more details on the accuracy for the different smaller graphs using high degree nodes as sources. For random sources the shape of the curves is similar but the accuracy of the queries is a bit worse than with high degree sources. Note that our accuracy results are in line with those observed in [4].
Figure 4: Results for three graphs with a small diameter on the left. Results for four graphs with a medium diameter on the right. For the sake of clarity only the results with high degree sources are presented.

Figure 5: Detailed results of the web graph sk-2005 for the 60,000 samples. We observed an accuracy of almost 80% with both, random and high degree vertices as sources.

5.3 Preprocessing time and space requirements

For sk-2005 on machine A, the total time for the preprocessing of our oracle (with the semi-external BFS variant) is just around 2.7 hours with 20 BFS trees. It took less than 5 minutes to compute a BFS and less than 4 minutes to encode the trees. Since the preprocessing happens only once in the static case it is as good as can be hoped. The variant of preprocessing based on a fully external MR_BFS takes around 20 minutes per tree. The result is stored on disk and can be easily reused. Analyzing the preprocessing time for sk-2005 in more detail, we found that it takes around 6.8 hours with 50 BFS trees and around 14.1 hours with 100-BFS trees with the semi-external variant on machine A. The preprocessing time of price-100mio was similar to sk-2005.

On the graph com-friendster, it takes 3.8 hours to compute the preprocessing with 20 BFS trees. The timing results on machine B are similar to them on A. On graph_2b_8b_d30 the computation of one BFS tree took 2.1 hours on machine A and 1.4 hours on machine B. The computation of the labels took 2.1 hours on machine A and 0.8 hours on machine B.

The size of the preprocessing result with sk-2005 is between 8.7 GB for 5 BFS trees and 173.6 GB for 100 trees. For 20 BFS trees the space consumption is 34.7 GB. For graph_2b_8b_d30 the file size for one BFS tree is about 56 GB. A file for 20 BFS trees would have a size of 1.1 TB and it would need about 3.5 days on machine A and 1.9 days on machine B to compute it.

5.4 Online queries with SSDs and batched queries with HDDs

Online queries are a common application of distance oracles. A user might want to know how close an item is related to another item in a network in real time. Therefore we evaluated single queries for sk-2005 on different machines. As described in Section 3.2, we need a constant number of I/Os, namely \( O(t) \) where \( t \) is the number of BFS trees. On common HDDs the query time is about a second for 20 BFS trees on sk-2005. If we use a similar block size of 512 KB per disk, we get the same result on SSDs. However, we found that by decreasing the block
size on SSDs to 16 KB respectively 8 KB, we can reach a query time of a few milliseconds for the same scenario. For 16 KB we get an average query time of 8.1 ms and for 8 KB, we get 6.7 ms.

Batched queries work for applications without real time requirements such as those in some learning systems. By batching $\theta(n)$ queries, we achieve a query time in the range of microseconds for sk-2005. For different query times with 20 BFS trees on sk-2005, we refer the readers to Table 1.

For price-100mio, we observed that the query time only differs by a small factor as compared to sk-2005.

### 5.5 Update time for edge insertion

For the experiments to determine the update time, we first compute a spanning tree of the real-world graph and use this to initialize the distance oracle. We then insert the remaining edges in a random order. We found that the average update time for an edge insertion depends on the threshold that determines whether an edge is incorporated immediately into the BFS trees or it is batched for a future update, and on the size of the buffer that we keep for the update. These two parameters allow us to navigate the update time vs. accuracy trade-off. For the extreme scenario where we batch a million or more edges, we can easily get the amortized update time in milliseconds per edge. Our preliminary experiments suggested that the resultant accuracy loss owing to batching such a large number of random edges is still a small additive factor, particularly when the graph has a large number of edges already. On the other hand, updating a BFS tree with Beckmann’s implementation of dynamic BFS can take many minutes, as already shown in [17]. Thus to keep our average update time small, which is a requirement for some applications, we can keep the threshold fairly high (relative to the graph diameter) and the buffers fairly large. Note that most nodes in real-world graphs lie in a tightly connected core and thus, most node pairs have very small distance between them as compared to the graph diameter. Thus, when considering edges in a random order, a large number of these edges get batched and do not require instant update.

### 6 Conclusion

We presented a distance oracle for real-world graphs with an I/O-efficient preprocessing of a few hours on graphs with many billions of nodes and edges. It provides distance estimates that are exact for a large number of node pairs and only have a very small additive error on the remaining node pairs. Our oracle requires less than half a KB of label with each node. Even when such an oracle is too big to be stored on an external storage, we show that we can still support online queries on SSDs in milliseconds and batched queries on HDDs in a few microseconds per query for graphs with many billions of nodes and edges. Furthermore, we show that our oracle can be I/O-efficiently updated whenever new edges are inserted in the graph.
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A Proofs for our LCA labels

Lemma 1. For any two nodes $u, v$ in $T$, $d_T(u, v) = d_{T'}(u, v)$

Proof. The proof follows by a simple induction on the number of nodes in $T$ with degree greater than 2, that we have to transform. In the case there are no such nodes, $T'$ is the same as $T$ (with all edges having length 1) and therefore $d_T(u, v) = d_{T'}(u, v)$. Let's assume the lemma to be true for the tree $T_{k-1}'$ after $k - 1$ high degree node transformations (induction hypothesis) and we prove it for $T_k'$ formed after $k$ transformations. Consider a node pair $u, v$ and let $P_k'(u, v)$ be the path between $u$ and $v$ in $T_k'$ of length $d_{T_k'}(u, v)$. By induction hypothesis we have $d_T(u, v) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v)$ and we want to show that $d_T(u, v) = d_{T_k'}(u, v)$. There are three cases:

1. $P_{k-1}'(u, v)$ does not pass through $w, w_1, \ldots, w_k$. In this case, the transformation of node $w$ does not affect this path and $P_k'(u, v) = P_{k-1}'(u, v)$ and therefore, $d_{T_k'}(u, v) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v) = d_T(u, v)$.

2. $P_{k-1}'(u, v)$ contains exactly one edge from the edges $\{w, w_1\}, \{w, w_2\}, \ldots, \{w, w_k\}$. Let's call this edge $\{w, w_i\}$ and let assume w.l.o.g. that there is a path $P_{k-1}'(u, w)$ between $u$ and $w$. Then, $P_{k-1}'(w, v)$ follows the path between $w$ and $v$ without including $w$. With the transformation, there is a path between $w$ and $v_i$ of distance 1. Thus, there is a path $P_k'(u, v)$ in $T_k'$ consisting of $P_{k-1}'(u, w)$ followed by the path between $w_i$ and then $P_{k-1}'(w_i, v)$. The total length of this path is $d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, w) + 1 + d_{T_{k-1}}'(w_i, v) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v)$. Since in a tree, there is only one simple path between any two nodes ($P_k'(u, v)$ of length $d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v)$), $d_{T_k'}(u, v) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v) = d_T(u, v)$.

3. $P_{k-1}'(u, v)$ consists of two edges from $\{w, w_1\}, \{w, w_2\}, \ldots, \{w, w_k\}$. Let's call these edges $\{w, w_1\}$ and $\{w, w_j\}$ and let assume w.l.o.g. that there is a path $P_{k-1}'(u, w_1)$ between $u$ and $w_1$, as well as a path $P_{k-1}'(w_1, v)$ between $w_1$ and $v$ without including $w$. With the transformation, there is a path between $w_1$ and $v_j$ of distance 2 through their least common ancestor (which may not be $w$) in $T_k'$. Note that this is because the edges $\{w_1, w_i\}$ and $\{w_{j1}, w_j\}$ introduced in the transformation have both length 1. Thus, there is a path $P_k'(u, v)$ in $T_k'$ consisting of $P_{k-1}'(u, w_1)$ followed by the path between $w_1$ and $v_j$, and then $P_{k-1}'(v_j, v)$. The total length of this path is $d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, w_1) + 2 + d_{T_{k-1}}'(w_1, v_j) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v_j)$. Since in a tree, there is only one simple path between any two nodes ($P_k'(u, v)$ of length $d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v)$), $d_{T_k'}(u, v) = d_{T_{k-1}}'(u, v) = d_T(u, v)$.

Thus, we can encode distances in $T$ by encoding distances in $T'$. The encoding in tree $T'$ is encoded using two hash-maps: IN that maps a node $u \in V'$ to its in-order numbering in $T'$ and DIST that maps an in-order numbering to the distance of the corresponding node from the root in $T'$. In practice, we can reduce the space further by keeping the IN hash-map only for nodes in $V$ (rather than $V'$).

The in-order numbering requires $h'$ bits, where $h'$ is the height of $T'$. Next, we show that $h' \leq \log n + h$, thereby proving that the in-order number of a node can be stored in $O(\log n + h)$ bits. Consider a node $u$ with degree greater than 2. Let the weight of its children $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_r$ be $w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k$. It follows from the optimality of Huffman coding that the node $u_i$ is placed at most $\lceil \log \frac{\sum w_j}{w_i} \rceil$ hops away from the node $u$. Since in our case, the weight $w$ of node $u$ is greater than $\sum_j w_j$, it follows that each child $u_i$ is at most $\lceil \log \frac{w}{w_i} \rceil$ hops away from $u$.

Lemma 2. A node $u$ at distance $l(u)$ from the root in $T$ is at most $l(u) + \log n$ hops away from the root in $T'$.

Proof. Let $\{u = u_k, u_{k-1}, u_{k-2}, \ldots, u_1 = r\}$ be the path from $u$ to $r$ in $T$ and let $w_k, w_{k-1}, \ldots, w_1$ be the weights of nodes $u_k, u_{k-1}, \ldots, u_1$ respectively. An edge $\{u_i, u_{i+1}\}$ in this path in $T$ gets replaced by a path of at most $\lceil \log \frac{w_i}{w_{i+1}} \rceil$ hops in $T'$. Thus, the number of hops in the corresponding path in $T'$ is at most $\sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \lceil \log \frac{w_i}{w_{i+1}} \rceil \leq l(u) + \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \log \frac{w_i}{w_{i+1}} = l(u) + \log \frac{w_k}{w_1}$. Clearly, $\frac{w_k}{w_1} \leq n$ as the number of descendant at any node is at least 1 (as it includes itself) and at most $n$. Thus, the node $u$ is at most $l(u) + \log n$ hops away from the root in $T'$.

Corollary 1. The height $h'$ of $T'$ is at most $h + \log n$.

Proof. Since by Lemma 2, all nodes are at most $l(u) + \log n \leq h + \log n$ hops away from the root in $T'$, the height of $T'$ is at most $h + \log n$.

Theorem 1. Given two nodes $u, v$ in $T$, $d_T(u, v)$ can be computed in $O(1 + \frac{h}{\log n})$ instructions.
Proof. Given two nodes \( u, v \) in \( T \), we show how to compute \( d_{T'}(u, v) \) in \( O(1) \) instructions. Since by Lemma 1, \( d_T(u, v) = d_{T'}(u, v) \), this completes the proof.

We first compute \( \text{IN}[u] \) and \( \text{IN}[v] \) to get the inorder numbering of \( u, v \) in \( T' \). The inorder number of the least common ancestor of \( u \) and \( v \) in \( T' \) is \( \text{IN}[\text{lca}(u, v)] = 2^i \), where \( i = \lfloor \log_2(\text{IN}[u] \text{xor} \text{IN}[v]) \rfloor \). We can then compute \( d_{T'}(r, \text{lca}(u, v)) = \text{DIST}[\text{IN}[\text{lca}(u, v)]] \). The distance \( d_{T'}(u, v) \) is then computed as \( d_{T'}(r, u) + d_{T'}(r, v) - 2d_{T'}(r, \text{lca}(u, v)) \). Since the inorder numbers are at most \( \log n + h \) bits long, computing the least common ancestor takes \( O(\frac{h}{\log n}) \) instructions, which asymptotically dominates the query time.

\[ \Box \]

**Theorem 2.** The space required by our distance encoding technique is \( O(n) \) words (or \( O(n \log n) \) bits), where \( n := |V| \) for trees with height \( O(\log n) \).

**Proof.** For trees with height \( O(\log n) \), we have shown that keeping the inorder number requires \( O(\log n) \) bit, i.e., \( O(1) \) word. The data structure consists of two hash-maps that contain as many elements (inorder numbers, distances and node indices) as the number of nodes in \( T' \). Thus, we only need to show that the number of nodes \( n' \) in \( T' \) is linear in the number of nodes in \( T \), i.e., \( O(n) \).

This can be shown by a simple charging argument. For a node \( u \) with \( k > 2 \) children, we introduce \( \lceil k/2 \rceil + \lceil k/4 \rceil + \ldots + 1 \leq k + \log_2 k \leq 2k \) new nodes in \( T' \). These new nodes can be charged (2 each) to the \( k \) children of \( u \) in \( T \). It is easy to see that each node in \( T \) gets charged at most once, when its parent is transformed. Thus, the total charge is at most \( 2n \) and the total number of new nodes introduced in \( T' \) is at most \( 2n \). The total number of nodes in \( T' \) is, thus, at most \( 3n \) (including the \( n \) nodes common to \( T \)).

\[ \Box \]